The nonideal behavior of the transport properties of water-dimethyl sulfoxide ͑DMSO͒ mixtures has been studied through equilibrium and nonequilibrium molecular dynamic simulations. The shear viscosity and thermal conductivity of the mixture has been analyzed and compared with available experimental data at ambient conditions. The enhancement of shear viscosity at molar fractions x W ϭ0.65 of water has been quantitatively reproduced in our simulations. In agreement with this fact, we have found an increase in the rigidity of the system reflected by an increase in the decay time of the survival probability of the H bonds. In addition, we compute the tetrahedral order parameter of water molecules in the solution at different molar fractions. This parameter indicates a reduction in the local tetrahedral order of water when the solute concentration is increased, followed by a clear minimum at the equimolar concentration near the locus of the maximum density of the mixture, probably due to the formation of water-DMSO complexes. We have obtained the thermal conductivity of the mixture for the first time. This property also presents a peculiar minimum at x W ϭ0.4, precisely in the region of the minimum of the order parameter. However, no experimental confirmation of our results is available.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Aqueous mixtures of associating fluids are systems whose equilibrium properties present a nonideal behavior that has motivated many experimental and theoretical studies. Dimethyl sulfoxide ͑DMSO͒ is a compound with applications in pharmacological industry, used mainly to enhance skin absorption and, in general, biological membrane transport, which justifies the current interest in its properties. From a theoretical point of view, the peculiar structural and thermodynamic behavior of aqueous mixtures of DMSO has been studied during the last ten years through molecular dynamics simulations ͑MD͒. One can mention studies of the molecular association between the species, 1 their hydrogen bond interaction, 2 thermodynamic and dielectric properties of water-DMSO mixtures, 1, [3] [4] [5] [6] as well as solvation dynamics 7 and electrolyte solutions, 8 among others. The strong hydrogen bond association between water and DMSO molecules is the main factor responsible for the strong nonideal behavior of the mixture ͑in particular, the phenomenology is especially noticeable for molar fractions of water between 60% and 70%͒. Neutron diffraction experiments, 9 as well as molecular simulations 2 studies, support the evidence of the existence of some ''structures'' of the form 1-DMSO:2-water in this particular concentration range. Such structures seem to be very stable, and their long relaxation times have been argued to be related to the experimentally observed increment of the shear viscosity, and the slow dynamics of the collective modes of the mixture. However, the controversy about the existence of these structures is still alive and many aspects of the dynamical behavior of this system are still poorly understood. Moreover, most of the previous works have focused on exploring the static and dynamic dielectric relaxations and the structural properties of the mixture, but only a few works have been devoted to the analysis of the behavior of the transport properties of the water-DMSO system. Therefore, in this work we have undertaken a series of equilibrium and nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations in order to investigate the shear viscosity and thermal conductivity of water-DMSO mixtures over the whole range of compositions and at ambient conditions. We have also tried to relate, to some extent, the anomalous behavior found in these properties with the variations of the local structure of the system together with the analysis of the survival probability of the water-water and water-DMSO hydrogen bond lifetimes. For this purpose, we have computed the tetrahedral order parameter q 10,11 as a function of the molar fraction of water, aiming to describe the local three-dimensional arrangement of molecules around a given oxygen atom of a water molecule. Since q was originally proposed for pure systems, here we have proposed an extension to mixtures of the kind discussed in this work. The lifetime of the H bonds has been analyzed through the study of the decay time of autocorrelation functions, in a similar way as in previous analyses.
well as the models employed. The main results of our work are presented in Sec. IV and, finally, the concluding remarks are addressed in Sec. V.
II. FUNDAMENTALS
In this section we summarize the definitions and properties that will be used in this work. In particular, we will first describe the Einstein relation employed to compute the shear viscosity from the simulations of the water-DMSO system. Second, we will introduce the equations related to the calculation of the thermal conductivity by means of a nonequilibrium molecular dynamics scheme. Third, the parameter q, that measures the local tetrahedral arrangement of oxygen atoms ͑of any kind͒ around a given water molecule, will be introduced. This parameter will serve to compare the degree of distortion of the tetrahedral order of water when DMSO is added to the mixture. Fourth, the hydrogen bond definition employed in our analysis as well as the survival probability of the hydrogen bond is finally presented.
A. Einstein's relation for the shear viscosity
The shear viscosity is calculated from NVT simulations. Due to the long time decay of the pressure tensor time correlation function in the water-DMSO system, the computation of the viscosity through a Green-Kubo expression is very inefficient. However, the use of the Einstein relation 13 overcomes the effect of these long temporal tails in the Green-Kubo calculations and obtains precise values of the viscosity with a reasonable computational effort. Consequently, the Einstein relation was employed as described by Smith et al., 13 but contrary to the original work, we use all of the elements of the stress tensor ͑according to Ref. 14͒ to improve convergence and statistics. Thus, the viscosity coefficient is given by the expression
Here, ␣ and ␤ are indices running over the three Cartesian coordinates, V is the volume, T is the temperature, and ⌬ P ␣␤ (t) denotes the displacement of the elements of the pressure tensor P ␣␤ , according to
and
͑3͒
The microscopic expression for the elements of the pressure tensor P ␣␤ appearing in the integrand of Eq. ͑2͒ and Eq. ͑3͒ is given by
In Eq. ͑4͒, p ␣i is the ␣ component of the momentum of particle i, f ␣i j is the ␣ component of the force exerted on particle i by particle j, and r ␤i j is the ␤ component of the particle-particle vector, r i j ϵr j Ϫr i . The viscosity is obtained from the slope of Eq. ͑1͒, always after some initial time, where the displacement is not a linear function of time.
B. Thermal conductivity
The computation of the thermal conductivity can in principle be achieved from the Green-Kubo formalism with simulations of thermal equilibrium systems. However, in the microscopic expression of the heat flow, which is required in the Green-Kubo expression ͑for mixtures͒, there is a contribution due to the partial molar enthalpies of the different species. 15 These quantities are difficult to obtain in simulations with a fixed number of particles, like those used in this work. Thus, its determination would require a separate set of simulations if the partial molar enthalpies for the different substances are not known. Only in the case of ideal mixtures can the contribution from the partial molar enthalpies be disregarded in a Green-Kubo formalism. 16 In the case of very nonideal solutions like water-DMSO or water-alcohols, this simplification is not valid. For this reason, in this work we have adopted a nonequilibrium scheme, where the direct imposition of a thermal gradient and the computation of the resulting heat flow permits the determination of the thermal conductivity from their ratio. Here, we have computed the thermal conductivity through a constant temperature PeX ͑momentum exchange algorithm͒ nonequilibrium molecular dynamic simulation. 17, 18 In this scheme, the total momentum and energy of the system are held constant. Moreover, the simulation box has periodic boundary conditions in the three dimensions of space. In the z direction, one considers two slabs of a given thickness, large enough to contain many particles on average but much smaller than the length of the box in the z direction. To maintain a temperature gradient, the fastest particle in the so-called cold slab is selected with frequency to exchange its momentum with the slowest particle in the hot slab. Thus, the energy exchange induced by this exchange of momentum is added to the value of the accumulated energy exchanged by the two slabs. The heat flow density at steady state is given by the relation
In this expression, A is the cross-sectional area. Furthermore, ͗J z (t)͘ is the heat flux density in the z direction ͑i.e., the direction of the imposed temperature gradient͒. On the righthand side of Eq. ͑5͒, v ci and v hi stand, respectively, for the velocities of the particles of the ith species that participate in the exchange procedure, from the cold c and hot h slabs. 17 The sum is done over all the transfers that occur after an initial time, t being the time interval since this origin. With this special configuration, heat is delivered from the center to the right and left cold slabs. The heat flux is half of the energy pumped by the algorithm per unit of time. Moreover, Eq. ͑5͒ is a trivial generalization of the original method 18 for the case of mixtures. We have to point out that the momen-tum exchange is done only between particles of the same species, and simultaneously for all species. Hence, it is required that the number of particles in both slabs is sufficiently large, on one hand, to be sure that it is always possible to find particles of each species to exchange their energy. On the other hand, it is also desirable that the collisions inside the slabs properly thermalize the velocity distribution before a new exchange is done. These requirements are fulfilled in our case, in which liquid densities are considered. Once the thermal gradient is stabilized and the process is stationary, the thermal conductivity can be obtained from the relation
where ͗dT/dz͘ is the resulting temperature gradient in the z direction. 17 Notice, however, that in this relation crossed effects due to the presence of induced concentration gradients ͑Soret effect͒ are absorbed into the definition of , which, in this way, is directly accessible from both simulations and experiments. 19 Other definitions can be used 20 which explicitly separate the direct effect of the temperature gradient from that induced by the concentration gradient, whose contribution to the heat transport is usually much smaller than the direct effect. These contributions may be important if the temperature gradient imposes large gradients in composition along the box, which is not the case under the conditions of our simulation.
C. Local structure of the mixture
In order to establish a possible relationship between the transport properties analyzed in this work and the microscopic arrangements of the particles in the mixture, we have studied the influence of the concentration on the local structure of the water molecules through the computation of the orientational order parameter q, first proposed by Chau 11 and later used by Errington 10 et al. to study the local structure of pure water. Here, due to the tendency of the water molecules to establish hydrogen bonding interactions with other water molecules as well as with the oxygen atom of the DMSO molecule, we have computed the q parameter taking water molecules as the reference and looking for the oxygen atoms present in the neighborhood, regardless of the species to which they belong. This is a generalization of the definition of q for pure-water systems. We have thus assumed that the DMSO molecule establishes hydrogen bonds with the water molecule through the oxygen atom; the latter is susceptible to occupy a position in a tetrahedral arrangement of molecules around water. The parameter q is defined according to
where ⌿ jk is the angle formed by the lines joining the oxygen atom of a water molecule, in our case, with that of each of the nearest oxygen atoms of the neighboring molecules.
Although the numerical value of this parameter ranges from Ϫ3 to 1, the steric repulsion of the particles in the first solvation shell ensures that q would effectively range from 0, for a random distribution of molecules ͑ideal gas͒, to 1, for a perfect tetrahedral arrangement.
D. Hydrogen-bond definition and lifetimes
Another property considered in our analysis is the dynamical behavior of the hydrogen bonds present in the system. It is commonly known that there is no unequivocal way to determine whether two molecules are hydrogen bonded or not. Instead, different criteria have been introduced to measure this important property between associating molecules. We have decided in this work to employ a geometrical criterion, 21 which is sufficient for our purpose of studying the geometrical arrangement of molecules in relation with the dynamic properties. In our criterion, three conditions should be fulfilled:
͑1͒ the distance R OO between the oxygens should be smaller than R OO c ; ͑2͒ the distance R OH between the acceptor oxygen and the hydrogen corresponding to the molecule of the donor oxygen should be smaller than R OH c ; and ͑3͒ the H-O...O angle should be smaller than c .
In this work, we have used R OO c ϭ3.6 Å, R OH c ϭ2.5 Å, which correspond to the distance of the first minimum of the oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen radial distribution functions, respectively. Additionally, we have employed a value of 30°for c . 21 The study of the temporal evolution of the hydrogen bonds is not a straightforward issue due to the intermolecular vibrational motion inherent in the process of breaking and forming H bonds. We decided to compute the survival probability or lifetime of the H bonds from the long time decay of the autocorrelation functions 12, 22 
where the variable i j (t) takes the value 0 or 1 depending on the H bond state of a given pair of oxygens. For instance, i j (t)ϭ1 if oxygens i and j are H bonded at times 0 and t and the bond has not been broken for any period longer than t*, otherwise i j (t)ϭ0. We have investigated two limiting cases, t*ϭ0 and t*ϭϱ, which correspond, respectively, to the continuous H-bond lifetime ( HB C ) and the intermittent H-bond ( HB I ) lifetime employed in previous works.
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We have studied the transport properties of mixtures of waterϩDMSO at different molar fractions, x W ϭ0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.65, 0.87, as well as for pure components at ambient conditions. We have used the P2 model ͑where methyl groups were treated as united atoms͒ of Luzar and Chandler 2 for the DMSO, and the SPC/E 23 model to simulate water molecules. The use of these two models is supported by previous work 1 on self-diffusion and dielectric properties at ambient conditions, where a good agreement with experimental data was found. It is worthwhile to point out that we have investigated the behavior of the more recent model for DMSO developed by Liu et al., 3 but we were unable to reproduce the density of the pure component at 298 K and 1 bar, reported in the original work and hence, it has been discarded. Therefore, we have focused on the P2 model, which correctly reproduces this property. Moreover, other works 4,24 -26 employing the P2 and SPC/E models also report results that reasonably agree with experimental measurements on different properties. The potential parameters for both models consist of a set of site-site interactions described by a sum of a LennardJones and Coulombic terms, of the form
where q i is the partial charge on site i, ⑀ i j and i j are the Lennard-Jones interaction parameters between sites i and j on different molecules, and r i j ϭ͉r j Ϫr i ͉ is the separation distance between the corresponding sites. Crossed interactions were computed through Lorentz-Berthelot rules, ⑀ i j ϭͱ⑀ i ⑀ j and i j ϭ( i ϩ j )/2. The intermolecular potential parameters for water and DMSO molecules are given in Table I . We have performed different molecular dynamics simulations in two different ensembles. The viscosity coefficient was obtained using equilibrium molecular dynamic simulations in the NVT ensemble using a weakly coupled bath. 27 The thermal conductivity coefficient was computed through constant temperature PeX ͑momentum exchange algorithm͒ nonequilibrium molecular dynamics scheme. All simulations were carried out with 500 molecules, and the size of the simulation box was adjusted to fit the experimental density of the mixture at 298 K and 1 bar. 28 A cubic box was employed for the viscosity computation and a parallelepiped, to determine the thermal conductivity coefficient via nonequilibrium simulations. In the latter, we have chosen l z ϭ2l x ϭ2l y , with l x , l y , l z being the dimensions of the box. In all computations the average temperature of the system was set to 298 K. The equations of motion were integrated through the leapfrog 29 algorithm with a time step of 2 fs, while leapfrog implicit quaternions 19, 30 were used to integrate the rotational part of the equations of motion. All the simulations have been performed with periodic boundary conditions and the reaction field methodology 31 with the choice ⑀ RF ϭϱ, to account for the long-range electrostatic interactions. The reaction field and Lennard-Jones cutoff length is 10.26 Å, and a nearest-neighbor list technique, 29 with a cutoff radius of 11.1 Å, has also been employed. For the viscosity computations, an equilibration run of 100 ps has been done prior to each of the 10 ns production runs, to eliminate any memory of the initial conditions. On the other hand, 20 ns simulation was run for the thermal conductivity computation. In addition, to generate the thermal gradient in the NEMD calculations, we have chosen an exchange particle momentum frequency of 0.0025 fs
Ϫ1
. An ''equilibration'' run of about 500 ps has been done to reach the suited linear temperature profile.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Shear viscosity
The viscosity of mixtures of water and DMSO at 298 K as a function of the molar fraction of water is given in Fig. 1 . The general agreement between simulations and experimental measurements 28 is good, except for the concentrated DMSO solutions, where significant deviations are found. Regarding the pure component behaviors, we have reproduced the value of 0.91 cp for the viscosity of SPC/E water model reported by Smith 13 et al. at 300 K ͑obtained using the Einstein formula with a reaction field constant of ⑀ RF ϭϱ). On the other hand, the viscosity predicted for pure DMSO by means of the P2 model is found to underestimate the corresponding experimental value (1.23Ϯ0.14 cp versus the experimental datum 2.003 cp͒. This fact is consistent with the observations of Borin et al., 1 who reported a discrepancy of about 67% between the experimental and computed selfdiffusion coefficient of DMSO, for solutions of water in DMSO with x W Ͻ0.5. The self-diffusion coefficient predicted with the P2 model is higher than that experimentally obtained. Therefore, since our discrepancy is about 62% in the viscosity of pure DMSO, we can see that D exp exp ӍD sim sim . We can then conclude that an excessive mobility of the P2 model in a pure system would explain both discrepancies between the observed and calculated selfdiffusion and viscosity coefficients at the same time.
However, the most remarkable characteristic of our results is that the simulations are capable of quantitatively reproducing the enhancement of the viscosity of the mixture with a maximum around a molar fraction of x W ϭ0.65 ( sim ϭ3.815Ϯ0.18 cp, and exp ϭ3.764 cp). Since the viscosity of pure DMSO is underestimated by the simulation, this agreement between data implies that the crossed interactions in the mixture are overestimated for the models at these compositions, as has already been pointed out by Borin. Other aqueous solutions also present an enhancement of the viscosity with respect to that of the pure components. This fact is particularly noticeable in the case of associating fluids like alcohols or substances that are hydrogen bond acceptors, such as ketones and sulfoxides, among others. The DMSO can be considered as a hydrogen bond acceptor since it can only establish hydrogen bonds between the hydrogen atom of the water molecule and the oxygen atom of the sulfoxide group. Water and alcohols can form hydrogen bonds from both the hydrogen as well as the oxygen atom being, therefore, donor and acceptor at the same time. Mixtures of water and hydrogen bond acceptor substances show in general a good agreement between experimental and simulation data. 32, 33 Our results agree with that fact, despite the deficiency of the model used for DMSO ͑as far as the viscosity of the pure component is concerned͒. However, simulation data on binary mixtures where both species are simultaneously hydrogen bond donors and acceptors ͑water-alcohol, for instance͒ do not show such a good agreement over a wide range when compared with experimental results. 32, 33 This enhancement of the viscosity has been attributed to changes in the three-dimensional structure of water due to the addition of a solute. For example, in the work of Wheeler et al. 32 in the case of acetone-water and methanol-water, basing their analysis on the work of Ferrario 34 et al., the authors argue that the enhanced acceptor character of the methanol and acetone molecules disturbs the tetrahedral coordination structure of water molecules. This disturbed environment causes a decrease in the rotational relaxation time of the water molecules, yielding a higher rigidity of the system. 1, 35 This argument would then be also valid for the case of waterϩDMSO.
In order to further explore this hypothesis, we have computed the variation of the tetrahedral order parameter q which refers to the oxygen atoms around a given water molecule, as described in subsection II C. In Fig. 2 the variation of q as a function of the mole fraction of water in DMSO is presented. In this figure, a maximum in the tetrahedrality is observed for pure water. The value of q decreases on addition of solute, up to a minimum around x w Ӎ0.4. For smaller water mole fractions, q increases up to the residual value similar to that of a Lennard-Jones-type like argon, 36 as would be seen from one water molecule. From x w Ӎ0.65 down, the presence of aggregates with the structure 1-DMSO:2-water has been experimentally reported. 9 The formation of these aggregates strongly competes with the natural tetrahedral arrangement induced by the essential character of water. The formation of such complexes can then explain the minimum in q at mole fractions near the equimolar composition x w Ӎ0.5. Notice, in addition, that this minimum is located near the composition at which the maximum in the density of the mixture is experimentally observed. 28 In view of Figs. 1 and 2 , one could think that there is a relationship between the data obtained for the order parameter q and the viscosity coefficient as a function of the water molar fraction of the mixture. However, the same comparison done for other mixtures such as acetone-water and methanol-water indicate that the location of the minimum in q and the maximum in is not apparently correlated. 37 Thus, the analysis of the results in the viscosity coefficient can be done as follows. The increase in the viscosity when x w →1 is due to the effect of the hindrance introduced by the presence of solvent molecules whose volume is much larger than that of the water molecules, in analogy with the viscosity of colloidal suspensions. Fits of the concentration and temperature dependence given in Ref. 38 are consistent with this fact: the bigger the solvent molecule, the larger the rate of increase of the viscosity as the solute concentration increases. Aqueous mixtures of acetone or methanol have the same behavior consistent with their relative volume. 32 This effect cannot explain, however, the continuous rise of the viscosity of the mixture up to solute mole fractions about 35% (x w Ӎ0.65), as observed in the DMSO-water systems. It has been mentioned in previous paragraphs that the loss of local tetrahedral order can cause an increase in the local rigidity of the water molecules with respect to more symmetrical, less rigid structures, even far from the perturbation caused by the solute. In Fig. 3 we have represented the survival probability of the hydrogen bonds formed in the mixture compared with that of pure water. Additionally, in Table II we present the lifetime of the H bonds of water-water and water-DMSO at different water compositions. On the one hand, the strength of the hydrogen-bond interaction between water and DMSO justifies the large lifetime observed by these cross bonds, when compared with those of water-water in the same system. On the other hand, the most interesting feature is the fact that water-water hydrogen bonds in the water-DMSO mixture are indeed much longer lived than the equivalent bonds in pure water, supporting the idea that the distortion of the environment of water molecules is related to the increase of the local rigidity. The existence of chains of water molecules with long-lived hydrogen bonds would then justify such an increase of the viscosity of the mixture. 35 Then, the ability of the associating solute in inserting into those chains or to terminate them would determine the position of the maximum in the viscosity. Acetone, as a one-HB acceptor, acts as a terminator of these water chains, while methanol ͑donor-acceptor͒ and the DMSO ͑twice-acceptor͒ can enter into these chains without breaking them. As a consequence, the maximum in the viscosity of acetone is located very close to x w →1 ͑Ref. 32͒, while the other two compounds mentioned locate their maxima at about x w →0.65. The differences observed in the value of the maxima of the viscosity can be related to the value of the viscosity for the pure components.
The decrease of the viscosity at lower values of x w can be then attributed to the loss of this effect by pure stoichiometric requirements, even though the lifetime of H bonds of water molecules ͑both water-water and water-DMSO͒ always increases. Although the information contained in q can be useful to understand the internal structure of these mixtures, it does not seem to have a direct relationship with the observed viscosity coefficients, probably because the overall mechanism of the increase of the viscosity is related to a cooperative effect of many molecules, while q only describes a rather local property.
B. Thermal conductivity
In Fig. 4 we show the simulation results of the thermal conductivity of waterϩDMSO mixtures at 298 K. To the best of our knowledge the thermal conductivity of pure DMSO has not been reported before, neither experimentally nor by simulations, at least under the conditions analyzed in this work. For the water-DMSO mixtures, again due to the lack of experimental data, we have compared our simulation data with results obtained from the mixing rule of Li, 41 that allows for an estimate of the thermal conductivity of mixtures of polar molecules at different molar fractions of water. The agreement between the correlation and simulation results is rather good. As a general trend, the simulated values are systematically lower than the values obtained from the correlation, except for the case of pure water, where the SPC/E model is known to overestimate the experimental measurement data. 17 Moreover, it is interesting to note the minimum of the thermal conductivity curve obtained, lying between x w ϭ0.4 and x w ϭ0.5. Mixtures with a minimum in the thermal conductivity have experimentally been reported in the literature, 41 in particular, for CCl 4 -Tert-butanol mixtures. The mixing rule used here, which also corresponds to this last reference, is a monotonous function of the volume fractions and is unable to predict such a minimum in the thermal conductivity. 41 The fact that molecular simulations are model dependent does not allow us to be conclusive about the real existence of this minimum in the thermal conductivity, a matter that can only be experimentally elucidated. However, our results are still a very good estimate of the real value of the thermal conductivity of water-DMSO mixtures, never reported before.
With regards to a possible relationship between the observed thermal conductivity of the mixture and the micro- scopic structure as described by q, only general indications can be given. It is first of all remarkable that the minimum in q is located around the same concentration at which the minimum in is seen. This would suggest a relationship between the formation of the aggregates and the loss of efficiency in the transport of energy by longitudinal vibrational modes in the mixture. The increase of the local rigidity of water does not have any strong effect in the thermal conductivity. However, the loss of the natural tetrahedral order of water by the presence of the solute seems to change the way in which the energy is transferred in the system, giving a higher efficiency in the heat transport when the tetrahedral order in water is high. It is interesting to realize that the minimum of coincides with the region of larger density and minimum q.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented an MD simulation study of transport properties of aqueous solutions of dimethyl sulfoxide over the entire concentration range. Our computations of the shear viscosity of the mixture at 298 K are in qualitative agreement with the experimental measurements, being able to reproduce the remarkable feature of the maximum of the viscosity at x W ϭ0.65. From a quantitative point of view, we have found that the viscosity of pure DMSO is lower than that experimentally found, in the range of concentrations x W Ͻ0.6, although the agreement is very good for water-rich solutions. This feature reinforces the idea that the P2 model for DMSO displays a relatively high mobility that also explains the calculated high self-diffusion coefficient of this substance at ambient conditions with respect to the experimental value. 1 As was previously observed, 5 the behavior of water-DMSO mixtures is similar to that presented by acetonitrile-water and acetone-water in terms of the average number of hydrogen bonds and the general qualitative behavior of the shear viscosity of the mixture. In particular, our analysis of the tetrahedral order parameter q of water molecules indicates the presence of a minimum at equimolar compositions whose value is lower than the residual value corresponding to a Lennard-Jones liquid. This effect is probably caused by the presence of aggregates of the form 1-DMSO:2-water, whose structure competes with the preferred tetrahedral arrangement of water molecules. This fact suggests that the fluid crosses over different structures that affect in different ways the local order of water molecules and their neighborhood. Other systems also present variation of this parameter ͑q͒ which, in general, present a similar behavior when the water concentration decreases in the mixture, but, the loci of the minimum is moved to lower molar fractions of water. 37 Moreover, we have computed the thermal conductivity of the water-DMSO system, and we have observed a clear minimum in this property at about x W ϭ0.6. This kind of minimum in the thermal conductivity has been experimentally observed in other mixtures of associating fluids. The lack of experimental data on the thermal conductivity of water-DMSO mixtures and the fact that the available correlations cannot predict the complex behavior of associating fluids make our simulation results valuable data to estimate the properties of this system. Finally, together with the obvious value of the prediction of transport coefficients of fluids of high applied interest, our work is also intended as a contribution to the general understanding of the complex structural and dynamic behavior of systems with directional bonds like the hydrogen-bond interactions. In this direction, many questions remain open. For instance, there is a need for a clear explanation of the increase of the rigidity of the system when the tetrahedral transient network of water molecules is disturbed by the presence of solute, as is indicated by the increase of the lifetime of the water-water hydrogen bonds with an increase of DMSO molecules. The effect of long-range correlations of hydrogen-bonded molecules in dynamic properties such as the mixture viscosity, as well as the ability of the solute to continue or to terminate such chains or clusters of hydrogenbonded molecules, is still an open question.
